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It was last year’s SPR conference that inspired my trip.
Leeds, I thought, what’s near Leeds? Then I
remembered: Pontefract. Pontefract is the home of what

has become one of the most talked about cases in recent
years: the so-called ‘Black Monk of Pontefract’ of 30 East
Drive. It is an interesting story because it started off as a
poltergeist case before turning into an allegedly recurrent
haunting; and so I set out to find out more. What happened
next you can read in ‘A Night with the Black Monk’.

‘The Ghost Hunting Issue’ is, of course, a play on words:
it is both an issue of the magazine about ghost hunting and
about the issue, as in the point to be debated, of ghost
hunting. This was something that motivated my own article:
what is contemporary ghost hunting and what can we
conclude from it? The article is thus descriptive and
questioning, but it is not concerned with the evidentiality or
otherwise of the things reported at 30 East Drive. The actual
critique of ghost hunting I leave to the chairman of the SPR’s
Spontaneous Cases Committe, Alan Murdie.

Following up on the last Study Day, ‘New Approaches
to Ghost Hunting’, I asked Alan Murdie, who gave a paper
at the Study Day, to contribute some further thoughts on
the matter. The result is ‘2 Big Mistakes in Ghost
Hunting’. Like Sharon Hill in the last issue, Murdie

highlights the problematic reliance on equipment that has
no demonstrable ability to detect the subject in question,
namely, ghosts. Murdie also mentions a lack of focus on
witness testimony and so it is especially relevant to have
Marcelo Eremián’s article on his analysis of eye-witness
testimony.

I was also interested to discover how many members of
the SPR, past and present, had written books on the
methodology of ‘ghost hunting’. Readers might argue that
Guy Lyon Playfair’s influential text This House is Haunted is
missing from the list, but then this book was not strictly
about the ways and means of investigation in general and
has already been featured in this magazine several times.
However, I have bent the rules somewhat to include Richard
Whittington-Egon’s biography of Elliott O’Donnell because
O’Donnell largely invented the ‘ghost hunting’ genre.

As usual we have our regular features from SPR
President, Prof. John Poynton, and collector Brandon Hodge,
together with another item from the Museum of Witchcraft
and Magic presented by Dr Peter Hewitt, taking us from
French philosophy to Swedish spirit communication devices
to an unusual find made in wartime Britain. Mary Rose
Barrington also contributes her paper from last year’s
conference, giving those unmoved by ghost hunting more

than enough additional food for thought.ψ
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